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From the
Editor’s desk...
Where is the
respect?
Seems lately there has been little to no respect, anywhere. What is up
with that? Bullying, rudeness, disrespect, darn right disregard for
others! Have we forgotten our manners too? Just turn on the TV or
radio news and you’ll hear how bullying is rampant in schools and
especially on line...sometimes even in our printed material we read
locally. Need a rest from that one for sure.
Yes, I know about Freedom of Speech, but come on, it was not
intended to be used as a way of bullying by saying rude and sometimes
even untrue things about other people. Is it so hard for some to ‘hold
thy tongue’? Does it make some happy to knock down others with
words? What happened to showing a bit of consideration?
We are all part of this world, like it or not. If you can’t say something
productive, helpful and encouraging, best to keep a lid on your negative
and hurtful personal opinions. Just saying!
Published by a local gal...

Jude

by Helena McMann

Why are Family and Cultural
traditions so important?
When we think about the word
Tradition, most of us think
Thanksgiving and Christmas
dinner - in fact, when I googled
family tradition it was mostly
pictures of people sitting around
a table eating (lol)…but tradition
goes much deeper than that…
I recently had the honour of facilitating a workshop on the importance of Cultural
tradition and Henna Blessings at local Women's retreat. Myself and a dozen other women
engaged in great conversation while adorning some beautiful Henna tattoos. Henna
(Mendhi) goes back 9000 years as a blessing and protection from the evil eye as (mostly)
women embark on signiﬁcant events in their life (such as a wedding or childbirth). I
shared how honoured I was to have experienced so many diﬀerent cultural traditions, as a
Doula, through childbirth - from the soft silent prayers being the ﬁrst sounds the baby
hears as they are born to 40 days bedrest for the mother and baby. It's humbling and
inspiring all at the same time.
In an age of technology and lack of personal connection, now more than ever it is
important to dig deep into our roots and try harder to connect and honour each and every
day. Whether it’s your own family tradition, or that of another culture, how do we shift
our thinking and energy to make tradition a part of who we are instead of something we
have to do? More and more family traditions are dying oﬀ with the older generations.
There is a very valid grief that exists when a family or cultural tradition ends.
I challenge you to reﬂect on what traditions you know and love…maybe even take some
time to talk to the older generation and see what used to be done and re-kindle a time
honoured ritual. What's your history?
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705-930-4626
“Proud to be local”

Some of us, with our busy lives, feel stressed when we need to uphold a commitment or
tradition that takes eﬀort…some of us look forward to it and will move the earth to make
it happen…others are ﬁne to have the tradition end with a certain generation. I was
raised by my grandmother - a strong willed but soft hearted Polish woman whose love
was felt with every meal served, every preserve spooned from a mason jar and every
baked good made from scratch. That profoundly impacted my belief in the importance of
a home cooked meal and time in the kitchen with my family - but I'd be lying if I didn't say
what an eﬀort it has been to keep some of the best memories I had a child alive with my
own kids…my garden was dismal this year, my pantry is about 80-20% when it comes to
“Campbells" vs “Mr. Mason jar”.
Part of the reason we moved from the city to Apsley last year was exactly that - to

reconnect with what's important, rekindle some old traditions and
create news ones that work for us. Well…we made pickles this
year…its a start…
For all the foodies…check out two awesome Netﬂix series that no
doubt, will inspire you to get back in the kitchen and re-think your
commitment to spending that time honouring your heritage:
“COOKED” with Michael Pollan and “SALT FAT ACID HEAT” with
Samin Nosrat.

What is that thing for?
Do you have a vintage or antique item
that is unusual, rare or just weird?
Sent in a photo as it could be a great item
for Backroads

Wikipedia actually says it pretty darn well…
“Family traditions ensure that the warmth and closeness of family
bondage grow”
One thing we do as a family is Thanksgiving dinner outside (and
realized pretty quickly last year that Apsley cold weather comes a bit
earlier than Durham region cold weather). But none the less, we set
up our meal on the back deck, breathe in the fresh air and gobble our
gravy soaked turkey down - all while adorning sweaters and winter
hats…and its AWESOME.
What are some of YOUR family's traditions?
*Cake for breakfast on your birthday?
*Special side dish at Christmas dinner?
*Annual backyard Bash?
*Secret handshake with your kids as they go out the door in the
morning?
Rich cultural tradition or just for the fun of it…I want hear about it…
send me an email at helenaneault@rogers.com

Thank you Joan Vander Schaaf for sending in this
neat item. Its use is unknown but I will guess a holder
for record player needles?

705-652-6909
1 to 5 yardage of clearout upholstery fabric.
Vinyl clearout ends $4.00 per yard.
Now booking for fall/winter work

3568 Highway 28 Just before the Lakeeld turn

Reflections of Our Village
A
By Darlene (Aunt Dar) Doxsee

nother year
nearly over.
We are now
into November.
November is the
month when we
h o n o u r
o n
Remembrance Day all
who fought to save
our country. As far as I
know, there is only
one veteran who was
overseas in World War
II who still lives in our
village. There are a
couple of other great
elderly gentleman
who have stayed and
Ray Stephens
worked to keep our
village going.
I'm going to start with the oldest, Ray Stephens. He was born
May 24th 1922. He is in his 98th year. Ray lives in the village and
is a sharp as a knife and has a great memory...a grasp of history
like you would not believe. He was the son of George and Lillian
Stephens. His parents owned in the early years, Stephens store,
now Sayers Foodtown. Out along the fence was a long building.
Upstairs were apartments and the bottom was storage and
space for folks to leave their horses.
George had a cub bear tied up outside at the corner of the
building and folks would come to see it. One Sunday morning as
Ray was going outside to church the bear broke loose and
chased his little kitten. Ray picked up rocks and threw them at
the cub bear to try to get him to let go of the kitten. As this was
going on, the preacher, Reverend Spence, went by and saw Ray
throwing his rocks as hard and fast as he could. Sadly the cub
killed the kitten. Ray was so upset over losing his pet but he
continued up the street to church hoping to ﬁnd some comfort.
When the minister got up to preach he singled out Ray saying
what a bad boy he was for throwing big rocks at the cub. Little
did the preacher know Ray lost his kitten. Instead of solace he
got hurt further in church from the stern message from the
minister.
As Ray grew up he went to Toronto to work for awhile. Once
back in Apsley he had a dump truck and loader and did road
work. Ray also did a lot of drawing logs because at that time this
area was heavy into logging. In 1960, Ray married Rena
Earnshaw and they had three daughters. He continued on
working until the late 1990s. In April of this year, Ray fell and
broke his hip but bounced back and is up and going again, but
not quite as fast as he used to. Ray and Rena are both still living
in their own home. I've known this couple all my life as long as I
can remember. Slick and I have had many visits together. He
loves to talk. Many will remember him as Slick, his
nickname...not sure how he got it!

Albert Trotter
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his next gentleman is our WWII veteran, Albert Trotter
who is in his 97th year. Albert was born April 4th 1923 to
Bert and Pearl.
In 1942 he was called to service with the army. Only 19 years old
and shipped to Holland! He was with the 1st Hussars Regiment
and his position was driving a Sherman tank. He fought from
Holland over to the north of Germany and was there when the
war ended.
He was stationed in Germany for three months after the war
then got shipped back to England. From there he sailed on the
Queen Mary to New York. Albert then travelled by train to
London Ontario. It was New Year's Day 1946. Sadie, his sister
was waiting for him in London. They came back to Apsley. What
a family reunion they had as there were four in that family who
made it home safe from the war. Albert was made Sargent in the
army and never lost his rank.
To this day there are only two ways, his way or the highway. In
1950 Albert married Francis (Whitmore) Reynolds and together
they had three sons.
Albert was a hard worker. He was also in the logging business,
and worked for mining companies preparing mine sites. He also
had his own construction business. In the early sixties, Albert
bought a John Deere dealership and set it up in Peterborough.
He ran it until the early eighties. He was very successful in every
venture he undertook.

After retiring, Albert and Francis
did a lot of travelling. They had a
place in Florida and wintered
there for many years until
Francis' health prevented her
from going. Albert was a good
husband and looked after her in
their home until February 5th
2012. Francis died ﬁve days
before her 94th birthday.
Albert was very involved with the
Lions Club. He is still in his own
home with his one son. His health
is not the best but he is able to eat,
sit back and still give a few orders.
Albert Trotter
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ow I have to talk about another guy who is in his 96th year. Hazen
Whitmore, born July 7th 1924. His parents were Fred and Hazel
Whitmore. Hazen had many occupations. He's been in logging,
worked for a tree company in Norwood, worked at Dyno Mines also off
and on for Albert and Ray. Most of all, he loved to farm with his cows,
horses, pigs and few chickens.
Hazen was a close buddy of Slick's (Ray). When needed he would drive
truck for him. He was telling me one of the stories about one of his jobs for
Ray. Hazen and Frank McFadden (a lovely man) took the dump truck
down to Young's Point for a load of gravel. He and Frank had to get a load
for a property on Coon Lake. Can you imagine those two young bucks
loading a full dump truck load by shovel? They had no backhoes at that
time.
Frank somehow ripped his pants. So when they got the truck loaded,
Hazen drove Frank to Lakeﬁeld to buy a pair. They journeyed back up 28

Hazen Whitmore

and went in at Coon Lake to empty their gravel load. Frank decided he would
change his pants. Off he headed into the woods. It was in the spring and the
leaves were not out yet so he went a ways in. He took off his pants to get the
new ones on. Hazen said Frank had on white long johns and you could see
him a mile away. Hazen laid on the horn of the truck. You've never seen a
man pull his pants up as fast as Frank. Hazen was laughing while he told me
this story as though it was today. When Frank got back to the truck, there
was nobody there. I guess he called Hazen a couple of sweet names.
Through the years whenever they would meet, that story always came up.
Hazen was a trickster. In 1956 Hazen married Daisy Halliday and they had
ﬁve children. Settled down, Hazen spent the next thirty years working for
NH Wilson (now Home Hardware).
When he retired he enjoyed his time on his farm with his beloved animals.
He and Daisy still live in their home on 504. They both are in pretty good
shape. He says with a smile, he has a good nurse who cooks and looks after
him. He's lucky to have Daisy! His mind and sense of humour are just the
same as ever. I could go on with many other things we talked about.
Folks, today, how many little villages have three good friends who are still in
their homes going strong after nine-plus decades?
May God bless you and keep you until your number is called. I'm so grateful
that in my lifetime I have known these three guys. Maybe only one is a war
veteran but they are all heroes to me and our village.

Catch Up On Line

THE ARTIST
Chapter 9

A

by Roy Anderson

fter the cruise to the island and Eva's out
burst, Mary decided to relax by going for a
swim. Despite being at Chandos for more than
four months, Mary had never been in the lake.
She changed into a white bikini and walked to the
lake, onto the dock and climbed up onto the elevated
diving board. One, two, three Mary bounced on the
board to gain height for a perfect swan dive. Just as
Mary dove off the board, Dave and his friend had
decided to go to the shed for the wolf food. Dave out
of habit looked to his left at the same time Mary was
air borne, looking as Dave described a angel, with her
long black hair ﬂowing and because of the white
bikini, not quite visible looked nude.
Dave unfortunately stood on his ATV, forgetting to
turn his head back, ended up forty or ﬁfty feet in the
back ﬂow swamp from the lake. A cold and deep
water, weed infested swamp.
Mary had now exited Chandos and walked back to the
house to change, when she heard the ruckus. She
covered herself with a robe and went outside to see
what was going on. Several of the neighbours had
gathered around and were milling about , looking in
the direction of the swamp.
When Mary joined the crowd, most were laughing, all
except Dave's wife, who was literally speaking, laying
down a verbal beating.
All Dave could say in defence was, “It was a angel or a
water nymph or a large something”, while still
standing on his submerged ATV. “And if it was a
ghost, it was a pretty darn beautiful one.”
Eva now joining the crowd, looked at Dave. Then in a
loud voice, spoke, “Dave, it was Mary going for a
swim. You know, in the lake. Off the diving board.
Magniﬁcent swan dive wasn't it?”
Dave glanced at his wife Katey, then sheepishly

answered, “Mary please Mary don't ever do that again.”
Katey in an agitated voice spoke, “No, for heavens sake Dave, get out of the
swamp and change in the garage, not in the house.” Dave now
embarrassed headed to the shore and home.
Sadie and Eran by now had joined the crowd. Sadie with a large smile
announced. “I have called Matthew, he is coming with his crane to rescue
Dave's ATV. Matthew will be here shortly.”
Katey looked at Dave and said, “You can wait in the swamp for Matthew,
and change later.”
Taken back Dave sheepishly waded back to the ATV.
Some of the neighbours started to head for home, when Mary called out.
“Why don't we go up to our house for a get together? Sadie and I will put on
tea or coffee and it will give me a chance to get to know everybody better.”
Silence for a minute, then a chorus echoed ‘yes’ and the group walked
towards Mary and Sadie's house.
Katey told Dave, “Change before you join us.” Dave's sidekick laughing
looked at Dave, and said, “I'll send coffee and a sandwich, hang in there old
buddy.”
After the group gathered at the house, even Duke, after greeting everyone seemed happy.
Old tales of the years previous were exchanged, how the lake seemed to
have a life of its own. The wilderness of yesteryear. No permanent
adventures and the closing of the cottages in the fall. Retracing the area to
the new tenants. When Carl, one of the men spoke up. “The crane is here.”
Sadie answered, “I'll go help, and show Matthew where Dave is.”
Allan, one of the other men stated, it's daylight Matthew can see him in the
swamp.” A glance from his wife, stopped any further talk.
Sadie ignored the remark and called out to Mary. “I ordered take out food
from the restaurant. Matthew and I will go get it. Okay?”
Mary just rolled her eyes and nodded yes.
Mary looking about thought to herself how could a swim, lead to all this?
But what Mary had no way of knowing that after her prearranged
shopping trip with Eva tomorrow, would change everything and quite
possibly end her association with Chandos and possibly her leaving.

Remember Remember
by Marjorie Wilson

I

t is not only in November that folks at the Bancroft North Hastings
Heritage Museum remember the veterans of this part of Ontario.
The photos were taken in the Veteran's Room of the museum. The
medical ﬁeld kit dates from W W 1. Dr Embury served as a family doctor
in this area for many years.

THE BEAVER MOON
November 12th will be the next one. According to the
Almanac, for the Algonquin Native Americans this was
the month to set beaver traps before the swamps froze,
to ensure a supply of warm winter furs. It is also called
the Full Frost Moon.

Ready for Positive Change...
Here is your tip for NOVEMBER

On arriving in Bancroft years ago as a very young teacher I noticed a
regular article in the Bancroft Times newspaper. It was titled “Hasty
“P's”. I made the assumption that this was a knitting club. The “P”
standing for purl. It didn't take long to put me straight!! At that time 1950's - there were many veterans still alive who had served with the
Hastings and Prince Edward regiment for whom the Hasty P articles
were written.. This led to me obtaining and reading Farley Mowat
books such as “The Regiment” and “And No Birds Sang”. If you haven't
read these I recommend that you do that.
If you travel around Bancroft you will notice some banners. They are
raised to honour individual veterans.

We do not forget.

Check out our Facebook page for hours and special events.

UNPLUG AND UNWIND
The constant buzz of phone and email messages
makes it hard to relax. Research shows that heavy
technology use may lead to an increase risk of
depression, stress and sleep disorders. Make time
to put the technology away and connect with
yourself and loved ones.

Sheryl Scott
SALES REPRESENTATIVE
CELL: 705-931-1621
APSLEY OFFICE: 705-655-2255
SHERYLSCOTT22@GMAIL.COM

The Million Dollar Lamp
by Carolyn Amyotte

W

ho wants the lamp? Come on… It could be worth a million
dollars! This was what my Uncle said to my mom and other
siblings as they were going through my grandmother's estate
after she passed away over 20 years ago. The lamp in question was,
according to my mother, 'the ugliest green boat anchor' she's ever seen!
However, she recalled how
much I loved it as a child, so she
oﬀered to take it on my behalf.
I was thrilled when she showed
up at my home a few days later
with the lamp.
The lamp was prominently
displayed in my grandparents'
living room since the early
ﬁfties. Whenever I visited
them as a young child in the
seventies, I would set up my
ﬁsher price weeble people
around it and play for hours. I
thought it was beautiful and
exotic.
Since arriving in my home it has
garnered a wide variety of
reactions from friends and
visitors over the years. Much
like my family- some admire it
while others cringe to look at it.
I always joked and said it was my retirement plan. I really do love the lamp
but if it's truly worth a million dollars… well my love has a price!
Last year my friend decided to take some pictures and research a bit of
the lamp's history. It is a chalkware lamp made by Reglor of California.
Established in the late forties, this company designed a wide variety of
these lamps with romantic and exotic themes, and a focus on the
idealized beauty of historic, natural, and abstract designs. Common
motifs were dancers and ere often sold as a male and female pair.
I have no idea if there was a female mate to my lamp as my grandmother
only ever had the one. It appears that my lamp is indicative of Reglor's
two-tone dancer motif. While sought after by some collectors,
unfortunately it is NOT
worth a million dollars.
However, the fact that it's
in such good condition and
has the original shade and
ﬁnial attachment on top
makes it worth more than
'an ugly boat anchor'.
Ultimately, the value of my
lamp is in the memories it
stirs every time I look at it.
Those memories are
priceless!

This past summer Netﬂix released a great
documentary on Woodstock. It was ﬁfty years
ago, half a million hippies, beatniks, and longhairs descended upon upstate New York for the
Woodstock music festival. The world would
never be the same.
Four men in their 20s were looking for a viable
business opportunity and all had a love and
appreciation of music.
Creedence Clearwater Revival CCR was the ﬁrst
to sign on however securing the venue itself was
becoming a problem. Wallkill was the original
location backing out on July 15. One month
before the three-day concert, 49-year-old dairy
farmer, Max Yasgur allowed them to rent part of
his property. This was Bethel, surrounded by the
Catskill Mountains.
Performers included over three days, 32 acts
which were Joan Baez, Santana, the Grateful
Dead, Creedence Clearwater Revival, Janis
Joplin, Sly and the Family Stone, The Who,
Jeﬀerson Airplane, The Band, Crosby, Stills,
Nash &Young, and Jimi Hendrix.
If you love music, especially the great stuﬀ from
the late 60's and 70's, I recommend this
interesting and informative documentary. It
tells of all the problems these 4 guys had to deal
with before and during the event....it really is
amazing that it all went as well at it did.
Perfect time of year to cozy up with the popcorn,
a beverage or whatever and enjoy this show on
Netﬂix.

The Kawartha
Kawartha
The
Night Skies
Skies
Night
By Randy A wood and Be y Robinson

A Transit of Mercury
On November 11, 2019, the planet Mercury will transit the Sun. During a
transit as seen from Earth, the positions of Earth and the planet in
question (either Mercury or Venus) line up such that we can watch the
planet move across the face of the Sun. Looking outward, away from
the Sun, we can see transits of some of the larger moons in the solar
system. For example, the four large moons of Jupiter regularly transit
Jupiter as seen from Earth.
Transits of planets are interesting to astronomers for a couple reasons:
First, we can actually watch the planet move in its orbit. Second, transits
can provide some scientiﬁc data. For example, there was a transit of
Mercury in 2006. Astronomers from the United States and Brazil used a
NASA satellite called SOHO (Solar and Heliospheric Observatory) to
make precise timings of Mercury's movement across the Sun. They used
the data to determine the most accurate measurement of the Sun's
diameter to date.
And as early as 1761, astronomers travelled to diﬀerent parts of the
Earth to observe a transit of Venus. The measurements from this transit
allowed the scientists to determine a more accurate distance between
Earth and Venus, which they used to work out a pretty good
measurement of the distance between Earth and the Sun (called one
astronomical unit). By observing Venus transit across the Sun
astronomers were also able to determine that Venus has an
atmosphere.
One of the methods astronomers use to detect planets orbiting other
stars (i.e., exoplanets) is the transit method: when studying a star with a
photometer (a light level detector), if the brightness of the star dips
regularly, we can infer that a planet large enough to cause a change in
light level is orbiting the star.

The 2019 transit of Mercury begins about half an hour after sunrise
on November 11. Credit: Betty Robinson.

There was a transit of Mercury in 2016, and NASA's Solar
Dynamics Observatory (SDO), a satellite that images the
Sun, recorded it, as did SOHO. If we can't observe it this
time, perhaps SDO and SOHO will have movies and
images. Closer to the date, we can try to ﬁnd whether
another NASA group or other organization will be
streaming it.
Randy Attwood and Betty Robinson own a cottage in the
Kawarthas and have been looking at the night sky all their
lives.

jshee.cp@gmail.com

Transits of Mercury are rare and always occur in May or November. We
end up getting about 13 transits of Mercury per century. The next transit
of Mercury will happen on November 13, 2032.
Transits of Mercury are diﬃcult to observe if you don't have a telescope
with a solar ﬁlter. Mercury is just too small to see with the unaided eye,
and of course you cannot aim binoculars or a telescope at the Sun
without a proper solar ﬁlter. And while you can use binoculars to
project an image of the Sun on the ground or a white sheet or pillowcase
to observe sunspots, you won't be able to see Mercury—it's just too
small. Then there's the typical November weather—cloudy and rainy.
We will try to observe this event. If successful, we will include some
photos in another issue. The starting and ending times are shown in the
illustration.

51 Hastings St. N.,
Bancroft, ON
613-332-6868
www.carenh.org
Our thrift shop
is proudly run
by volunteers
of CARE
North Hastings

Sportsman's
Corner

Roman Miszuk
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he month of November is upon us and the deer hunt is in full
swing. Some hunters will be successful in harvesting their
winter meat, and others will be fortunate enough to bag a
buck large enough that they may consider getting the head mounted.
For those hunters that are going to take their trophy to a taxidermist,
here are a few tips to follow that will help to ensure that you receive a
quality mount.
Careful handling of the deer begins at the kill site. Once the deer is
tagged and ﬁeld dressed it must be taken back to camp. If using an
ATV to do so, avoid dragging the deer and place it on one of the
machine's racks. If you must drag the deer, tie the animals head high
enough on the machine so that the neck and shoulder are oﬀ the
ground thus preventing damage to the fur. Once at the camp, the
deer must be hung to let the animal cool and for the parasites to jump
oﬀ the carcass. Hang it by the hind legs, not by the neck. Hanging by
the head can not only damage the fur, but also stretch the neck,
giving the taxidermist an inaccurate measurement. Hanging by the
hind legs also aids in the skinning process.
Here is what needs to be done if you are getting a full shoulder
mount of your deer. Using a sharp knife, starting at the chest and
behind the front shoulders, make an incision that goes around the
entire chest cavity. Next, cut the skin entirely around both front legs a
few inches above the elbows. Now, on the backside of each leg where
the brown and white fur meet, make a cut that connects the cut
around the leg to the cut around the chest. The cape is now ready to
be tube skinned from the animal .Carefully skin the cape avoiding
making holes in the skin while leaving as little meat as possible on it. If
you are good at it you will be able skin down the entire neck and
disconnect it at the skull, but I recommend leaving three to four
inches of the neck attached so that the taxidermist can get a more
accurate measurement of it's size. Keep the skin sides of the cape
touching each other to avoid the skin from drying out and keep the
skin and head cool. If you cannot get it to a taxidermist quickly, place
the head and cape into a garbage bag and freeze it. They can be kept
frozen for up to a year if properly wrapped.
Finally, before taking the head to the taxidermist,
determine where you are going to hang your trophy and
which direction you would like it looking and what type of
appearance you would like it to have. If you are unsure of the
style you would like, speak with your taxidermist. He or she
should be able to provide you with many options. A good
taxidermist will be busy, so don't be surprised if they
quote you to a year before you get your mount back.
Good luck to all you hunters!

Happy trails

View From
The Cabin
by Rick de Haan

THE PENGUINS AND I

Even though I've been a self-proclaimed naturalist and birder most of my life,
I freely admit that I still make my share of birding blunders; in fact, more than
I care to admit.

AM
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We live on a beautiful lake that sits on a long, narrow overlap of two
vast geologic regions. People who know far more about this stuff than
I do call this place "The Land Between". This is where the limestone
bedrock of the south meets the granite rock of the Canadian Shield to
the north. It is an extraordinary place to live because there are birds,
mammals, and plants here from both regions. It's great for us because
lots of different bird species can be seen right out our front window.
One evening as the sun was going down, a large rock out on the lake
about a half mile (800 m) away caught my attention. Upon this rock we
usually see herons, or gulls, or cormorants, or even an eagle or two if
we're lucky, but this time there were three odd looking birds perched
on it. To make identiﬁcation easier, I grabbed my binoculars. But a
half mile is still a long way off, even for binos, so quite often I just have
to rely on shape to identify what's lurking out there.
Because the sun was setting, the rock and its intriguing inhabitants
were silhouetted against the golden sky reﬂected in the still water. As
I watched, the birds moved kind of funny-like. I couldn't quite make
them out as anything I had seen before. But as I strained to see, they
looked for all the world like . . . penguins! At this point in this weird
little story I know what you're thinking. Really? Penguins you say?
Well, yes, we do get the odd species of migrating bird that gets blown
off course in a bad storm system. But penguins? Couldn't be! They live
near the South Pole don't they? Besides, penguins can't ﬂy! I do know
that.
Then, as I watched some more, confusion coursing through my
puzzled brain, the rock began to move! Now I was more confused than
ever! It not only moved, but started making waves! And then the
penguins all sat down. As realization ﬁnally dawned on me, I started
feeling a bit silly . . . and yes, even stupid. I sheepishly looked around to
make sure nobody was watching. It was then that I noticed Kim
standing there staring at me with her head cocked to one side and a
curious smirk on her face. Of course, at that point I was forced to
explain the whole thing, after which she did what any self-respecting
wife would do when her husband thinks he sees penguins---she
howled with laughter.
The "rock" was in fact a small pontoon boat that had quite by chance
hidden the real rock behind it. And the penguins weren't really
penguins after all, but three tubby ﬁshermen!

Rick de Haan is an artist and creative writer. To view his
paintings or read his stories and poems, visit "Rick de Haan's
Wilderness Reﬂections" (dehaanartblog.wordpress.com) or
Rick de Haan Wilderness Art on Facebook.
10326 Highway 28
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COUNCIL’S CORNER

135 Burleigh St.,

Township of North Kawartha
by Mayor Carolyn Amyotte
North Kawartha Council regularly meets on the ﬁrst and third Tuesday of each month at 9:30am
in Council Chambers at 280 Burleigh St (notice provided if changed). All meetings are open to the
public and are also video recorded and uploaded to YouTube where you can watch meetings at
your leisure. Please visit www.northkawartha.ca for all things municipal in North Kawartha. If
you would like to receive regular municipal updates you may also subscribe to North Kawartha's
email alerts via the website as well. For those of you that are active on social media please follow
me @MayorAmyotte on Facebook and Twitter. It is my intent to share positive, factual and
timely information about issues, events and happenings that impact our community and
residents.

WE HAVE MOVED
TO SERVE YOU BETTER
now located on the main street
in Aplsey

Here's a few things that Council did last month:
· Approved the development of a partnership agreement with
the Kawartha Highlands Provincial Park to continue winter
maintenance of the Park access points
· Approved the purchase of a new mini-pumper for the North
Kawartha Fire Department
· Held a special meeting to determine how to utilize special
grant funding. Council will be making numerous investments
and improvements including but not limited to:
-new sound system to improve audio at council meetings
-several software upgrades including electronic delivery of
tax bills
-renovations to our Health Centre
-emergency service radio upgrades
-mainstreet improvements including signage, benches,
and banners
Here's what's coming up in November…
November 5, 2019 – Regular Meeting of Council
November 11, 2019- Remembrance Day Service at the Legion
November 19, 2019- Regular Meeting of Council
November 22, 2019- Budget Meeting
November 26, 2019- Library Board Meeting

Wendy McCue
Hairstylist

Tall Pines Salon
705-931-0112
Call or Text

25 RIVER STREET in APSLEY

R.R.# 1 APSLEY, ONTARIO
NEW CONSTRUCTION
RENOVATIONS
TIMBER FRAME & LOG
RAISING - LEVELING
FOUNDATION REPAIR
COTTAGE MAINTENANCE

N

estled between A Place for the Arts and North Hastings
Community Trust, The Muse Gallery & Cafe is a small cafe with
big atmosphere. Outﬁtted with the only espresso machine in
the area, at The Muse we grind whole espresso beans daily for the
highest quality cup of coffee we can offer you, full caff or decaf. If coffee
isn't your cup of tea – well, we have your cup of tea, too! Choose from our
wide variety of fragrant tea leaves for a fresh cuppa, or make it into a tea
latte if you're feeling fancy. And if you're feeling a little sweeter try our
hot chocolate, made the old-fashioned way with an in-house chocolate
sauce. In case you're thirsty and hungry, we have a regularly changing
menu with a variety of hot, ﬂavourful soups and grilled paninis which
pair well with an assortment of bean salads.
On the gallery side of things, our walls are decorated with beautiful,
lush artworks all from local artists that will transport you while you wait
for your beverage to be made. Created from paint, pencil, fabric, or
camera, every piece has something new to see every time you look at it.
We showcase the work of 11 different artists, and also have a homey
corner section with books, earthenware, scarves, jewellery and more.
You may just ﬁnd that special item to brighten up a room in your own
home, or that perfect piece to pull your outﬁt together.
You may frequent Tim Hortons or McDonald's for your coffee on the
way to work, and sure, they do the trick when you're in a hurry, but
there's no comparison to The Muse Gallery & Cafe if you need to step
away from the hustle and bustle and relax with a quality drink and a bite
to eat.
Coming regularly in the next few months will be various workshops
and support group gatherings, as well as regular live music
performances. Stay tuned to our social media pages for more
information.
Located at 23 Bridge Street West in Bancroft, we reﬁll your creative
well and your coffee cup!
Find us on Facebook
as The Muse Gallery &
Cafe
and follow us
@musegallerycafe on
Twitter and
Instagram.

STONE & CONCRETE WORK

519-496-4964
info@jarmuth.com

Interesting stories, articles and photographs
are a welcomed addition to Apsley Backroads.
Please submit by the 15th of the month prior. All
submissions are considered.

On behalf of the Lasswade
Christian Cemetery Board...

L

Reviews and Recommendations
by Joyce Corner

ouise Penny has done it again. Her new book "A Better
Man" is a good read. Chief Superintendent Armand
Gamache has returned to duty after a six month
suspension from the Surete de Quebec. Everyone has expected
him to retire but he is sharing the position as head of the
Homicide Department with his son in law Jean-Guy Beauvoir.
Jean is due to retire in two weeks.
Across Quebec ﬂooding is at dangerous levels and at the
same time a father has reported his married daughter missing.
Gamache is sent to investigate but is torn as his beloved
town of Three Pines could be destroyed and many others by the
ﬂooding. Where does his duty lie? He sympathizes with the
distraught father as Gamache knows how he would feel if his
daughter was missing.
A body is discovered and in the search for the killer the
main suspect is Vivienne's husband Carl Tracey, a drunk and
abusive husband. Much evidence is collected and when the
case goes to court the judge overturns the evidence and Carl
goes free.
The evidence is reviewed and many possibilities occur.
- Bob Cameron a police ofﬁcer who had a brief affair with
Vivienne
- Lysette Cloutier, Vivienne's god mother, a Surete ofﬁcer
- Pauline Vachon, an art gallery owner, shows Carl's pottery.
- Tracey is still under review.
Vivienne's father, Homer, is obsessed with making Tracey pay.
He has been staying at Gamache's home, manages to leave and
walks to Tracey's
home, stabs him and
carries him to the
bridge where his
daughter either fell
or was pushed.
Gamache and JeanGuy follow them to
the bridge and there
is a dramatic
confrontation.
I will leave you
to read the book for
the exciting
conclusion -what
happens at the
bridge, who is
guilty, and does the
future look good for
Inspector Gamache.

On Saturday September 14th 2019 at 2pm we had the dedication of a
bench at the Lasswade Christian Cemetery in memory of Henry Wagner
honouring his many years of dedication. After, Bill Stevens hosted us at
his hunting camp off highway 504 for wonderful refreshments and
fellowship. Many stories were told with laughter and tears. Special
thanks to Kim and Joyce Dunford for attending and generously donating
the bench.

The Wagner Family

NOVEMBER 11th

Op Ed from Dr. Rosana Salvaterra,
Medical Oﬃcer of Health
Peterborough Public Health

Public Health:
Protecting You Behind the Scenes

P

eterborough Public Health is mandated by Ontario's Health
Promotion and Protection Act (HPPA) to detect and eﬀectively
address threats to your health, as they arise. We have your back,
and you probably don't even realize it. Most of our work is invisible – it
happens every day, round the clock, weekends as well as week days
without you even noticing. But once in a while, our health protection
eﬀorts come to light, as was the case recently with our closure of a
dental clinic because of a lapse in infection prevention and control
practices.
Threats to human health come in all shapes and sizes, so a variety of
tools and strategies are necessary. Sometimes our behind-the-scenes
work takes the form of a Public Health Nurse responding to a human
case of a disease like TB or bacterial meningitis to make sure their
contacts are safe and the infection does not spread. If there is a vaccine
available, we may go to a school or other site to oﬀer immunizations in
order to protect contacts. Sometimes it means keeping someone away
from workplaces like hospitals, daycares or restaurants until they are
no longer contagious. And sometimes it looks more like getting free
treatment for diseases like syphilis, or accessing conﬁdential testing
for infections like HIV so that people know their status, get treated and
take the necessary precautions.
In fact, you may have received a call from us - within 24 hours of the
event, people who are bitten by an animal are contacted by one of our
inspectors to make sure the threat of rabies is addressed. Last year, we
investigated over 330 animal bites. I recently spoke with a couple of
families on a weekend who had been exposed to measles at a
conference out of town, to provide them with some advice. And last
year, in response to a call from the hospital, an Inspector and I went
door to door in a Peterborough multi-unit residence to provide seniors
with Tamiﬂu, a medication to prevent inﬂuenza. The practice of public
health can be unpredictable and usually ﬂies well below the radar –
unless we call or knock on your door.
Much of our day to day public health response is proactive and
governed by protocols that ensure consistency across the province.
Regardless of where you live, all food premises, all personal service
settings like hair salons and tattoo studios, all small drinking water
operators, all tobacco vendors, all public pools, splash pads and spas
are categorized by risk, and inspected proactively by Public Health
Inspectors (PHIs). In 2018, we made over 1,400 inspections of food
premises alone. You can ﬁnd the results on our website, at
www.peterboroughpublichealth.ca and clicking on Inspections at the
top of the page.
Our PHIs are highly trained, and certiﬁed professionals, taking an
educational approach in their work with operators and owners to
promote greater knowledge and understanding as a cornerstone for
cooperation. But if needed, they also have powers under the HPPA to
take immediate action to protect the health of the public.

We investigate all potential health hazards that are
reported to us, from indoor mould to faulty septic
systems. There were 290 of these in 2018. When it comes
to medical and dental oﬃces, public health is not
mandated to routinely inspect so we only follow up when
there has been a complaint to us by a member of the
public. If we ﬁnd only minor problems, we will work with
the operator to correct them. If the problems pose a risk
to the health of patients, we take immediate action and
close the facility until the problem is addressed. Usually,
the health care provider is keen to collaborate in the best
interests of his or her patients.
Of course, an ounce of prevention is worth a pound of
cure, especially when it comes to health protection. That
is why we oﬀer the Safe Food Handling course to all
members of the public; why we keep our website up to
date with links to credible sources of information, why
we promote radon testing for homes, and deliver almost
100,000 doses of vaccines every year. I am extremely
proud of all PPH's staﬀ, who bring their expertise,
dedication and empathy to their public health roles each
and every day, whether you notice, or not.
Interesting stories, articles and photographs
are a welcomed addition to Apsley Backroads.
Please submit by the 15th of the month prior. All
submissions are considered.

Crate Training
Conundrums
Kelli Grishin RVT
Apsley Veterinary Services

S

o you got a new puppy, congratulations! As you probably
already know, advice about what you should do with your
puppy will come from many well meaning breeders, family,
friends, and people that you meet on the street. So what happens
when it doesn’t work? As a Registered Veterinary Technician, I give
people advice about basic training almost daily and when my own
puppy came into my life, the advice that I give didn’t work. From the
beginning, being in a crate during the day was very stressful for him.
Waiting until he is quiet to reward him? Think again! He would panic
and work himself up rather than settle down. During the day I was
able to have him crated near other dogs and we could reasonably get
by based on canine company and using ‘Through a Dogs Ear’ calming
puppy music, which I also highly recommend. His crate training issues
became glaringly obvious when he was left alone crated one night for
about 1.5 hours and I came home to a severely stressed puppy that
had pulled things into his crate, peed, and panicked so much trying to
get out that he had bent the crate.

2076042 ONTARIO INC.

705-656-4845
RENOVATIONS
DECKS & ADDITIONS
FLOORING
PIER & LEVELLING
SIDING SOFFIT FASCIA
INTERIOR FINISHING

30 Years Experience
www.robmillerconstruction.com
robmillerconstruction@gmail.com

I felt terrible about allowing him to fail like this and realized that his
issues were not controlled as much as I had thought and I needed to
get much more serious with his training. What worked for me is what I
called “crating bootcamp”. I set aside an entire day to devote to
breaking the anxiety around the crate. While this may not work for
some animals who need a slower approach, this did give Maverick
signiﬁcant progress. We started oﬀ with getting a treat for
approaching/sniﬃng the crate. This part was easy for him as he is
perfectly ﬁne sleeping in the crate at night. Next, we progressed to
getting a treat for walking into the crate. I have a wire-type of crate so
was able to reach through the top to deliver the treat at the back
when he walked in. Leaving the door open allows this to be a low
stress scenario and when he got his treat, he was free to leave. Next,
he had to go into the crate while I closed the door for a brief second
(not latched) and then was treated inside the crate and free to go! We
did these things repeatedly until he was comfortable with these
situations.
Once he was comfortable, I then progressed to latching the door,
then immediately unlatching and rewarding. This prevented the
stress from building up when the door was closed knowing that he
would be left inside. Once he was less stressed about being in the cage
with the door latched, I progressed to asking him to sit and lay down
while in the crate. Again I was providing rewards through the
openings in the top and knew that if he was able to follow the
commands that he is coping well with this demand. Typically when
dogs are stressed and not coping well with their current situation,

they are unable to perform these basic tasks. Once I was able to get
him reliably following commands in the crate, instead of walking
away, which is what made him particularly anxious, I started doing
other tasks within the same room while he was in the crate. There was
a small amount of whining through this part for my particular dog, but
he was still coping well with the situation with me being in the same
room. I chose to continue through this and rewarded him with treats
when he was quiet. After a couple of sessions at this level Maverick fell
asleep! This was a remarkable victory in our training as this had never
happened before!
While these steps may not work for every dog, and alternative
solutions may be required along the way while adapting to the crate
training for some, this proved extremely valuable in the progress of
training my high energy, anxiety prone puppy. As you can see,
Maverick is now quite comfortable in his crate and can be left along
without having to worry!

#teamMaryBrown

Kawar tha
Docks
Designs for
Waterfront Living
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Ask your
Pharmacists...
by Nancy Wiechenthal

·

Insomnia
I am often asked for something to help people sleep. The answer is never
as simple as recommending a “sleeping pill” and I spend a fair amount of
time talking about sleep hygiene and non-pharmacological treatments
for insomnia.
Insomnia is when you have a hard time falling asleep or staying asleep.
Waking up early and not being able to get back to sleep is also common
with insomnia. This may result in daytime sleepiness, headaches,
irritability, reduced motivation and poor concentration.
If your sleep trouble continues to be a problem it is important to talk to
your healthcare professional to rule out any medical or psychiatric
conditions that may be contributing to your insomnia. These include
pain, anxiety, depression, restless leg syndrome, sleep apnea and acid
reﬂux. Some medications can also affect your sleep, especially if taken too
late in the day. These include diuretics such as furosemide and steroids
such as prednisone.
Medication to help you sleep may work in the short term but can do more
harm than good. These include antihistamines such as Benadryl® and
Gravol®, prescription drugs such as temazepam and oxazepam. You can
build up a tolerance to their effect and will need more and more to help
you sleep. If you believe that you can't sleep without pills you will have a
tough time sleeping without them.
The following tips can help you develop better sleep habits:
· Try to go to bed and wake up more or less at the same time every
day
· Go to bed when sleepy
· If you are still awake after 20 minutes, get up until you feel sleepy.
Read or relax until you feel sleepy. Don't do anything stimulating
like watching TV since this will wake you up even more. This is
also useful if you can't get back to sleep in the middle of the night.
· Avoid alcohol, caffeine and nicotine for at least 4 hours before
going to bed. Remember that caffeine can be found in coffee, tea,
chocolate and soft drinks.

Have a bath. This is relaxing and may help you
fall asleep
· Going for a walk in the late afternoon, early
evening may help your sleep. However,
strenuous exercise too close to bedtime can be
stimulating. Avoid within 4 hours of bedtime.
· Try relaxation exercises. Listen to restful
music.
· Don't go to bed on an empty stomach. On the
other hand a heavy meal or spicy food before
bed can also interrupt sleep.
· Try not to nap during the day. If you do have a
nap make sure it is not more than an hour long
and is before 3 pm.
· Make sure your bedroom is quiet and
comfortable. It should not be too hot or too
cold. Try to block out light which can result in
a less than optimum sleep.
· Avoid eating or watching television in bed.
Keeping a sleep diary lets you see how you are doing
and helps identify areas strategies to try. Changing
your sleep hygiene may not help overnight but hang in
there and stick with the plan. If your sleep problems
don't improve with good sleep hygiene talk to your
healthcare professional.
Nancy Wiechenthal is a pharmacist and co-owner of
North Hastings Family Pharmacy in Bancroft, Ontario.
Her opinions expressed in the Apsley Backroads are
published for educational and informational purposes
only, and are not intended as a diagnosis, treatment or
as a substitute for professional medical advice.

Finding Help Can Be Easy
Contact 211 day or night to ﬁnd support for
all of life’s challenges
SUPPORTED BY:

TOLL-FREE: 1 (877) 330-3213 TTY: 1 (888) 340-1001

211 HELPLINE : FREE | CONFIDENTIAL | 24/7 | 150+ LANGUAGES

CALL

E-MAIL

SEARCH OR CHAT

2-1-1

gethelp@211ontario.ca

211Ontario.ca

Corey's
Chords & Frets

Laurie Corbett

by Reg Corey

Sales representative

Cell: 705-875-0445
Office: 705-656-4422
limericklaurie@gmail.com
#teamMaryBrown

Stories Of The Road
A u d ie n c e In s p ir a tio n
Hello everyone. I am back. I took a little holiday. I took some time
to re-energise, to refocus, to get inspired... My sincere thanks for
allowing me to do that.
I never fail to be inspired by young people. For example, at a
recent gig about midway through the evening, a group of people in
the 20-25 years of age range came in and sat at their reserved table
directly in front of me and slightly to my right. As they passed my
wife (by far my biggest fan) who was at a table across from them she
mentioned "Please come in as long as you clap for my husband."
Everyone laughed. They went about their business of ordering drinks
and meals. They were talking pleasantries with one another. What I
noticed right away is that without exception, once I had completed a
song they cheered and clapped. This always has an immediate eﬀect
on a musician's performance level..... especially me.
What made this a truly great moment is that they participated in
this way for every song for the entire evening. It was contagious.
Soon every table on both sides of the venue was doing the same
thing...... listening to the music, tapping their feet and hands,
clapping, cheering and some singing along. The audience was fully
engaged.... from the 20 year olds to the 80 year olds.
At the end of the evening, I had a gentleman in his early 20's come
up to me and thanked me for a great evening. I played a song he
requested from his favourite artist (which was also mine). He was
almost in tears.
I made the point of browsing some of the tables to thank the
patrons for making my evening special- something we musicians
must never take for granted. This was a rare special moment for me.
It was an evening I have tucked away in my musical memory. It was a
moment I shall never forget.
Until next time........my thanks to the audiences and the young
generation of music enthusiasts and most importantly my wife for
inspiring me to continue to perform.
Note: Reg is a solo musician and teacher and is a member of the Canadian Federation of
Musicians. He is available to perform at your event and venue and will come to your
home to teach. Contact Info: 613-848-0226 or 613-848-0012 regcorey@sympatico.ca
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Woodlands Plaza
Woodview

expanded, forcing more people to ﬂee,
some two and three times.
The massive International Centre on
Airport Rd. became a temporary home to
thousands, businesses and factories shut
down, GO trains were halted and healthcare institutions emptied.
At the core of the evacuation process
were Dow Chemical Co. computers which
ran doomsday programs and spewed
ever-changing forecasts.
“We have 90 tonnes of chlorine slowly
leaking out,” explained Peel Region
Police Chief Doug Burrows. “We have to
know where it could go under different
weather conditions. We have to know
about every possible circumstance … in
advance.”
The massive migration continued with a
ﬂeet of 100 ambulances transporting
2,000 people, including women in labour
and unconscious patients with medical
charts strapped to their stomachs.
I am including this story as it was 40 years ago this month and I was present, visiting my Dad and
Sue (stepmom) for the weekend.

T

he city of Mississauga was asleep as disaster hurtled toward it at 80 km/h on the
night of Nov. 10, 1979 About 40 kilometres from the city centre, Canadian Paciﬁc
Train 54 loaded with explosive and poisonous chemicals developed a “hot box,”
railway slang for an overheated mechanism that houses a wheel bearing.
As the eastbound 106-car freight train approached Mavis Rd. (north of Dundas St. W.) a
few minutes before midnight, a rear axle and two wheels broke off, causing 24 cars to
derail, propane tankers to explode and others to catch ﬁre.
Sandwiched in the middle, a tanker carrying 90 tonnes of liquid chlorine became a
ticking time bomb, throwing the entire city into chaos and triggering the biggest exodus
of potential casualties – 240,000 people – in Canadian history.
As explosions sent shock waves 50 kilometres and ﬂames reached 40-storey heights,
yellow clouds of chlorine gas – the stuff that killed thousands of soldiers in the First
World War – belched into the air.
Risking his life, trainman Larry Krupa raced to uncouple two tankers so dozens of
freight cars could be pulled away. But no one knew the full scope of the danger or the
complete inventory of hazardous materials on the train.
Fireﬁghters had to brave the conﬂagration to read chemical code numbers on the
tankers for butane, toluene, caustic soda and other ﬂammable materials, recalled
Mississauga Fire Chief Gord Bentley.
The biggest fear centred around the leaking chlorine tanker. Had it blown apart, the
liquid would have turned into deadly vapour forming a knee-high cloud that would kill
or maim everything in its path.
As the magnitude of the peril became clear, hundreds of emergency responders,
ofﬁcials and experts were mobilizing across southern Ontario.
Ninety minutes after the ﬁrst alarm, police ofﬁcers in gas masks began to rouse
residents with the help of an ambulance cruising the streets with a loud-hailer. Other
cops from the 700-strong team amassed from four forces directed trafﬁc along the
congested routes to safety.
While carloads of dazed and frightened families raced to evacuation centres in labour
halls, schools and church basements, others just ﬂed into the night.
As ﬁreﬁghters struggled to control the blaze and winds shifted, the danger zone

At Mississauga General Hospital, staff
took just 3 1/2 hours to discharge or
move all 462 patients to eight other
locations, turning the bustling medical
centre into a silent shell.
Beyond a few birds and a tankful of
tropical ﬁsh there were no casualties,
earning the near-catastrophe the
moniker “Mississauga Miracle.”
The event spurred changes in the rail
transport of hazardous goods, including
inspections and speed reductions near
large communities, the use of heatresistant roller bearings and “hot box”
detectors.
Mississauga became a model for crisis
management for its efﬁcient and speedy
response. But the city of 250,000
experienced the narrowest of escapes.
Submitted by Jude

Some interesting facts of today:
Toronto now has 2.93 million,
quite a bit more that 250K
The cost of this newspaper is a lot
more than .20 cents and is now
online.

Around Town

Down the Road and Over the Fence...

What is happening
atNorththe
Library?
Kawartha Public Library
Lego Mania
Let your imagination run wild and build and amazing Lego
creations. Masterpieces will be put on display, and a winner
will be chosen. Parents, and relatives can play too challenge someone you know to come and build
something awesome!
Wednesday November 6, 3:30-4:30pm
Armchair Travel
Local travelers share their adventures and excursions, free
presentation and refreshments.
Saturday November 9, 1:00pm: Disney World, Shawn
Tucker
Makers Space
Roll, Squish, and Sculpt your favourite book or movie
character!
Wednesday November 20, 3:30-4:30
First Aid Primer
Come to this FREE Opportunity to learn life saving First
Aid, Instructor Michelle Newman
Thursday November 28, 2:00-3:00pm Seniors, 3:304:30pm
Armchair Travel
Local travelers share their adventures and excursions, free
presentation and refreshments.
December 7, 1:00pm: Germany, Wendy Moore

Need a
Great Gift?
A subscription to Apsley
Backroads is the perfect gift. 12
monthly issued mail directly to
your recieptent through Canada
Post to anywhere across Canada.
Only $36. plus HST makes this gift
affordable and will keep the
reciever happy all year long.
Details listed on inside cover.

Welcome to the Apsley
Seniors.
This is my ﬁrst time in
four years since I last
wrote an article about
seniors in Apsley. I
would
like to announce
by Cliﬀ Steane
upcoming events:
Our annual Christmas
Bazaar will be Saturday November 2nd 9 to 4pm . We will have
many new to you items, home baking, a light lunch, 50/50
draw and door prizes.
We will rafﬂe off our 1st class quilt made by Helen ,Diane ,and
Bett also an animal print and BBQ accessories.
Our Christmas dinner will be on December 3rd
A good size group of Seniors took a two day one night trip to
Gananogue for a cruise to the Thousand Islands and gambling
at the Casino. Great time was had by all last month.
Every Tuesday we have lunch together come and join us.
First and third Tuesday we have got meals catered by chef
Jacque.
The other Tuesdays we have pot luck or soup and sandwiches
made by our lady members, great meals for $5.00
We have exercise classes for Seniors on Tuesday and
Thursday, shufﬂe board , bridge and euchre.
Pop in on Tuesday noon hour, have lunch with us, great fun
and we will tell you all about our Apsley Seniors.

Glen Alda Seniors
A friendly, active and open group
by Barry Rand

It is with some trepidation that I pitch in for Doug Field this month.
His approach to writing about our group, and his openness in writing
about his many interests are very engaging for us readers. Doug was
admitted to Belleville Hospital last week, with a cerebral
hemorrhage, that we hope will be of short duration. Doug's quiet
persistence in dealing with challenges reasssures me that he will be
successful once again.
The Glen Alda Seniors meet for luncheon on the 2nd and 4th
Wednesday of each month. Usually, the main course is prepared by
one of our members, but last month Colin and Laureen had
unexpected commitments at the last moment - they went to Linda
and Kim at the Border Cafe for help. As you can expect, we were
treated to the best shepherd's pie I've eaten in a long time.
I had another of their meals at the Food Bank Loonie Night, and it is
impressive how well they feed 200 people with a “home-made”
meal. To round out my review of the Border Cafe, let me say that
Linda and Kim make the best breakfast – the homefries are really
special, and the peameal bacon is great! No wonder they will be
preparing our Christmas dinner on December 11.
The atmosphere at our luncheons is very energetic, with informed
conversation about many topics from our neighbouring townships
of Wollaston and North Kawartha. In November, Kim Tucker will
enlarge our conversation with an update on NK Library services,
including Shawn Tucker's skills with computers and the internet, and
the Knights!!!
You are welcome to join us November 13, for ham and scalloped
potatoes, before noon.
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Yes, there is more

LEGION
Branch 381
Apsley

The Apsley Legion welcomes all to come and enjoy the events
listed below.
Nov 11th: Remembrance Day Service, doors open at 10 am and
cermony begins at 10:30 am. Please show your support and
join in this special day.
Nov 13th: Come Cook with Us. See ad on inside back cover
page. Free cooking classes.
Nov 16th: Christmas Market, ad listed on page 20
Nov 23rd: John Ditchburn Memorial Darts Tournament, open
to all. Registration at 10 am, start at 11 am

Carols by Candlelight
St. George's Anglican Church in Apsley invites all in the
community to join with us in our sixth annual “Carols by
Candlelight” evening on Friday, December 6, 2019 at 7 p.m.
This joyous celebra on with familiar carols, Scripture
Readings and other instrumental and choral music
introduces us to the Christmas Season in all its faith and
fes vity as we commemorate the Birth of Jesus Christ, and
prepare to welcome Him afresh into our minds and hearts
in the weeks ahead. Refreshments follow in the Lower
Hall.

Church News
Apsley Community Ch pel
psleycommunitych pel.com 299 McF dden Rd Apsley
Ch pel 705-656-1510
P stor Rev. John Trotter Youth Rev. P stor Josh Perks
Children's P stor Rev. Mich el Shpikul
Service & Sund y School 10:30 m
First Sund y of the Month - Pot-Blessin to follow service
Tuesd y 7:00pm Youth Ni ht - es 12-18
Wednesd y 7:00pm Bible Study & Kids-Ni ht - es 2-13
Church on the Rock Burleigh Falls Community Church Est.
1947
5 Church Lane (Hwy 36 off Ojibway Dr. S. at Hwy 28)
Sunday 11:00 a.m. Pastor: Bob Sibley & Larry Armstrong
Grant 705-657-1684
St Andrews Presbyterian Church 37 Bridge St. Lakeﬁeld
Minister Rev Dr Terry Ingram Church @ 11:00
Sunday school 11:00 Sept through June All are welcome
St. Mary's Roman Catholic Church Clydesdale Rd. Chandos
Confessions 8:30 Mass 9:00 every Sunday
Phone: 613-339-2852 Fr. Vic Valles
The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints 2764
Monck Rd. Cardiff
Sacrament Meeting Sunday 10 am
Gospel Instruction Sunday 10:50 am Potluck lunch every 2nd
Sunday of the month at 12pm.Branch President Brent Butler
705-957-2122
St. George's Anglican 158 Burleigh Street Sunday Service
11 a.m.
Pastoral Associate: The Rev. Murray McColl 705-654-5085
Join us for the Christmas Bazar Nov 30th 11 am till 2 pm
-Luncheon and Bake table
Carols by Candlelight hosted at St. George's on Friday
December 6th at 7pm.
St. Stephen, Chandos Hwy. 620 at West Bay Rd.
Victoria Day Weekend through Thanksgiving
Trinity United Church trinityunitedchurch@ m il.com
Sund y service t 11:00 m www.trinityunited psley.or

Loonie
Night
One of the lucky
winners at the North
Kawartha Food
Bank's annual Lucky
Loonie Night Thanks
to all the contributors
and participants. It
was a fun and
successful event.

Come see the Denturist!

Locally owned company looking after
all your disposal needs in and around
the Kawarthas.
Bins and Septic Pumping

kawarthadisposal@gmail.com

